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ELEVATING THE DESIGN OF A
CONTEMPORARY ESTATE TO NEW HEIGHTS!
Interior design by clemencia dumas

www.florida-decor.com
like florida decor on facebook

Celebrating 30 Years!
complete remodeling and design services

Meet our team... Be inspired... Visit our design showroom.

Coral Springs Appliance Center
is redefining the meaning of custom appliance planning.
From premier ranges and ovens to refrigerators, sinks and more. Our innovative showroom offers builders,
designers and remodelers the finest in custom appliances from first line appliance manufacturers.

Goode Interiors, Inc.

PROFESSIONAL CERTIFIED INSTALLATIONS

BERTAZZONI, THE PRECISE ART OF COOKING. Whether your kitchen is compact or
spacious, contemporary or traditional, Bertazzoni has the cooking machines to suit.
mighty 48-inch ranges, beautiful built-in ovens, clever cooktops and high-performance
ventilation hoods come with thoughtful options, accessories and enchanting color choices.

TRADITIONAL | TRANSITIONAL | CONTEMPORARY

APPLIANCE CENTER, Inc.

Let Goode Interiors take your home to a whole new level of beauty

coral sPrIngs

serving florida from coast to coast since 1969.

3500 coral rIdge drIVe, coral sPrIngs, fl 33065

eXPorT

954.752.3880

WWW.csaPPlIances.com

and comfort. Designer Sherri Goode makes sure all your visions for

Plantation, fl 33324

your specific budget. Whether it’s a bedroom, living room, or entire

fax: 954.475.8783

a gorgeous home are realized, on time, and within the constraints of

house in traditional, French, tropical, or contemporary style, Goode

sherri goode, designer
asId allied member

11100 Blue Palm st.,

Interiors will meet and exceed your expectations...and dreams.

Office: 954.701.6149

sherribgoode@yahoo.com

www.goodeinteriors.net
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5401 nW hiatus rd, suite 147, sunrise, fl
(south of commercial Blvd.)
showroom hours: mon-fri 9-5 • sat 10-2

offer expires march 31, 2015

Get inspired by our
showcase of vendors
offering products and
services for outdoor decor
and entertainment.

Elevating the design

of contemporary
estate to new heights
Interior Design by
Clemencia Dumas,
Written by Vanessa
Grisalez

Showcase your projects for FREE. Call us.

2495. | from $2195.
faux wood

OUTDOOR DECOR

Calling All Designers...

Shutter Specials (installed)
Sq.Ft

Now homeowners, contractors, painters, and designers can avoid the tedious process of faux wallpaper
painting by using an innovative paint fromTambour
Paints. Same effects, but in a fraction of the time. Just
paint it on for dazzling results. It’s liquid wallpaper!

Or Email us at: floridadecor@bellsouth.net
Visit us on the web: www.florida-decor.com

954-747-9858 • Toll Free 1-800-889-0023
from $

WHAT’S LIQUID WALLPAPER?

Interested in Advertising?
Call 954 825.1549

Hunter Douglas Dealer

real wood

FRONT COVER
Interior Design by Clemencia Dumas, Page 28

Published by FLORIDA DECOR.
PUBLISHER Lawrence Hirsch, Ph. B.A.

Sq.Ft

Our Promise to You: we guarantee our work, provide a lifetime

warranty on all vertical tracks and we will beat any written estimate.
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This publication may not be reproduced whole or in a part without express written consent from Florida Decor. The publisher
is not responsible for typographical errors, omissions, copy or photo misrepresentation by the advertiser. Liability shall not
exceed the cost of the portion of the space occupied by such error or advertising items of information. Under no circumstances
shall the publisher be held liable for incidental or consequential damages, inconvenience, loss of business or services, or
any other liabilities from failure to publish in a timely manner, except as limited to the liabilities stated above.

Tambour Paints.
A MOST UNUSUAL PAINT STORE...It’s
“Liquid Wallpaper”.
The moment you enter Tambour Paints on Stirling Road, Dania,

NO MORE FAUX WALL PAINT.
NO MORE COMPLICATED PROCESSES!
Our unique paint will achieve the desired effects in

seconds. Choose from a multitude of textures and colors!

Just let your paint brush do the work! Tell your designer!

you know you came to the right place (homeowners, painters,

They’ll thank you for the idea. We also carry a full line

architects, contractors, and designers alike) if you want a unique
look for the interior or exterior of your home. Besides the bril-

of interior and exterior paint in thousands of colors to

liant colors, the desk is made to look like a giant paint roller.

choose from.

Even the manager’s front office is modeled after a can of

Below are just a few of the decorative
effects our paints can achieve.

paint...almost resembling a Nickelodean scene. But don’t let the

spectacular showroom design fool you...this is one serious paint

store. They specialize in an inventive type of paint that mimics
just about every style of wallpaper. It’s not faux wallpaper paint,

but rather a paint that simply goes on your walls, which creates

the desired effects without the work that is required of faux

painting. Tambour calls their paint “LIQUID PAINT.” They

offer a tremedous selection of paints that looks like metal, wood,
glass, suede, and so many more textures in 1561 shades!

Tambour offers decorative paints

for interior and exterior walls as

well as heavy duty paints for con-

Metallic Suede

Metallic Silver

Fantasy Gold

Safari Silver

Safari Suede

crete, road marking, powder and

military defense and protective
coatings. With this innovative line

of paints, homeowners, painters,

and interior designers can all
achieve

their

desired

results.

Tambour also supplies environmen-

tally friendly paints. For the exte-

rior of the home, they offer a

beautiful sandy mineral looking

paint in addition to a Terrano

acrylic coating with an authentic
mineral appearance for indoor and
outdoor walls. For information

about this remarkable and easy-to-

choose from dozens of textures
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use line of paint, please their ad on

the opposite page.

YOUR IMAGINATION... OUR PAINT!
1300 Stirling Rd, Unit #1C & D
Dania, FL 33004
(954) 367-3027
Please visit our showroom for all the
amazing effects Tambour offers!
www.tambourpaints.com

TIle desIgns for a
luXurIous lIfesTYle
floor | wall | backsplashes | countertops

elements by design, a full-service design firm that
utilizes elements and creativity to transform spaces
into harmonious areas filled with beauty, personality,
and practicality from traditional to contemporary decor.

marble | ceramic | glass | granite | porcelain | wood
1861 north Powerline road, Pompano Beach, fl

(954) 960-1678 (954) 960-0706
TDC1861@aol.com
license # 95-7837-Tm-X
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Family owned and operated
for over 21 years

clemencia dumas
Interior designer/owner

10097 cleary Blvd., #307, Plantation, fl 33324
p: 954.320.7584 | f: 866.822.3442
www.elementsbydesign.us
elementsbydesign1@gmail.com

OUTDOOR DECOR
MODERN HOME 2GO
fort lauderdale

Modern Home 2 Go (MH2G) is proud to be the premier destination for your
modern furniture needs. Whether you are shopping online or visiting us in-person at our locations in Fort Lauderdale, Doral and the Miami Design District
you can shop the latest and most attractive modern furniture designs from
around the world. Throughout our furniture stores in Miami, Doral and Fort
Lauderdale you can find our uniquely branded MH2G modern indoor and outdoor furniture which guarantees you a quality product. Thanks to the incomparable efforts of our design team, led by renowned international designer Julissa
de Los Santos, we design much of our own modern furniture and also offer
complete contemporary furniture packages based on your specific floor plans.
954-530-5650. www.MH2G.com

ORIENTAL WAREHOUSE
Boca raton

This fascinating showroom offers a huge variety
of Oriental furniture, objects of art, and some of
the latest trends in outdoor furniture. Shown on the
left is an example of what Oriental Warehouse offers in the way of patio furniture. 561.394.0656

MARSTAN CONSTRUCTION
deerfield Beach

We offer just about everything to make
the exterior of your home more beautiful. Our services include installing
travertine & pavers for driveways,
pool decks & patios, waterfall pools,
pool renovationss, Diamon-Brite, river
Rok & Pebble-Tec pool finishes, outdoor kitchens, pergolas and trellises,
and so much more. We are licensed
and insured. 954.253.8709

OUTDOOR DECOR
LIGHTBULBS UNLIMITED
fort lauderdale • Boca raton

The Torsion Ceiling Fan features an aluminum body with
plywood blades, available in a variety of finish options.
Torsion combines modern aesthetics to create a functional design with optional light kits and controls. This
lighting option is available with halogen or compact fluorescent light kits. Today LBU Lighting consists of nine
established locations across South Florida, Orlando,
Naples and the Treasure Coast. Visit or call your local
showroom for directions: Fort Laud: 954.563.6667,
Boca Raton: 561.338.5211

CORAL SPRINGS APPLIANCE CENTER

coral springs
All Sedona by Lynx products are designed with the family
in mind. Quality materials. Fine craftsmanship. Innovative
features and technology. These attributes have earned Lynx
products a reputation for excellence among outdoor-dining
enthusiasts. Coral Springs Appliance Center is redefining
the meaning of custom appliance planning for inside and
outdoor kitchens. From premier ranges and refrigerators,
sinks and more. Our innovative showroom offers builders,
designers, and remodelers the finest in custom kitchen appliances from first line appliance manufacturers.
954.752.3880

BROWARD LANDSCAPE
coral springs

For over 16 years Broward Landscape has been helping
properties in South Florida, specializing in Parkland and
Coral Springs. Our diversified teams of service professionals
make property maintenance, landscaping, and outdoor living
project look amazing. We consistently attempt to provide a
superior level of communication and workmanship in all of
our divisions that currently cover Brevard, St Lucie, Martin,
Palm Beach, Broward, and Dade County. Give Broward
Landscape the opportunity to speak with you about your
property maintenance, exterior lighting, pergolas, fire pits,
walkways, stone walls, water features, tree trimming &
relocation, and more. 954.325.1111
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• Miami-Dade & State of Florida HVHZ Approved Doors • Hurricane Impact
Glass Doors • Hurricane Impact Windows • Commercial Fire Rated Steel Doors & Frames • French Doors • Bi-Fold and Pocket
Doors • Locks & Hardware • Custom-Designed Units • Residential Steel, fiberglass & Wood Doors • Pre-Hung Doors & Mouldings

monday - friday: 8:00am - 5:00pm
saturday: 9:00am - 12:00pm
licensed & Insured - lic. cc#02-10499-fc

990 nW 36th street, ft. lauderdale, fl 33309

954.564.2834

thedoorfactory@aol.com

W W W. T H E D O O R FA C T O R Y F L . C O M

BEAUTIFY YOUR HOME WITH OUR LUXURY LINE OF SOLID
AGED COPPER CEILING AND WALL TILES

• Installation available
• We ship anywhere
• Tiles can also be used for walls, backsplashes,
headboards, and more!
• great selection of crown molding
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2036 nW 55th ave, margate,fl
1.866.297.0380
www.decorativeceilingtiles.net

Oriental Warehouse
Direct Importers of patio furniture and Fine
One-of-A-Kind Oriental Furniture
• art • lamps • screens • statues •
Bronzes, Planters, & more
- reTaIl & desIgners -

60 s. federal highway, Boca raton

561.394.0656

ELEVATING THE DESIGN OF A
CONTEMPORARY ESTATE TO NEW HEIGHTS!
TEXT Vanessa Grisalez
INTERIOR DESIGN Clemencia Dumas,
Element by Design, Plantation, FL

954.320.7584
PHOTOGRAPHY John Stillman, Hollywood, FL

achieving a striking revamp of the modern design, of an already
stunning “hawks landing” home, was the goal for this project
carried out by clemencia dumas, head designer of elements
by design. The home’s layout, open and airy, with 7,846 square
feet of living and outdoor space, gave dumas an enviable property to execute the vision of its new proud owners. my clients
were very open to fresh and unique ideas. We knew from the
start that the transformation of this house would be challenging,
yet lots of fun, and that the end result would be exquisite.

The home’s architectural design was the creation of
renowned architect, Randall Stofft, who conceived its
front elevation with modern straight lines, and sharp
angles. The modern architecture was complemented by
the crisp white paint, and accents of dark blue on the
columns, as well as in the lines of the roof. The front
door was faux painted in a silver leather finish with two
long chrome handles used to accentuate them. The original design was altered and expanded to convert one of
its covered garages into an upscale “man cave”, which
has its own entrance that leads to a side patio, equipped
with cool blue chairs, a fire pit granite table, and a ping
pong table. All the landscaping was redone to create
privacy and scenery.

The interior of the home is a great room concept. All the
spaces are open, providing a great flow. The living room
is the central space of the first floor, encircled by the
kitchen, bar, and dining room. It was designed with two
custom-made round leather sofas that follow the
architecture of the back of the house. Four accent
pillows were used, two in black cow-hide, and the other
two are in silver textured fabrics. The sofas sit on a custom-shaped area rug, designed in a modern pattern with
the primary theme colors of the house, dark blues, white,
and black. The modern 72" diameter crystal and chrome
chandelier serves to fill the “two-story” open space.
- CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE -

(RIGHT) The breakfast area, between the living room and the kitchen, features a crystal blue onyx
countertop that dresses the view from the living room. The seating consists of three leather bar
stools and three leather chairs all sharing the same style. The bar stools sit against the white glass
and dark wood gables, to bring a touch of the kitchen to the living room. The breakfast sitting area
serves as an easy transition from Living Room to Kitchen for the family’s casual dining, as well
as the hosting of social gatherings.

The dining room is described by Dumas as “sheer elegance”.
It features a seamless, wave-patterned wall, with Led lights
that have the capability of changing the wash of color to any
mood. The oversized glass top for the dining table sits on a
dark wood base, with matching dark wood chairs, and finished with a light taupe-colored leather that picks up accents
from the granite floors. A stunning chrome chandelier with a
subtle “wave form”, and boasting a unique draping finish of

small silver chains was centered above the dining table to
complete the space. The oversized niche displays a prominent mosaic glass vase, which sits on a slab of black granite,
and that blends with the black granite on the steps that lead
down to the sunken living room. A former butler’s pantry
was also converted into a cutting-edge wine cellar, with a
capacity of 550 bottles, and featuring state-of-the-art climate
control technology.

Right next to the dining room is the open kitchen. It was
designed with the visual symmetry and presence needed
to establish a natural flow with its adjacent areas. The inclusion of different elements and materials, and the use of
ultra-modern Wolf and Sub-Zero appliances as focal
pieces, played an important role in its final design. As
Dumas describes it, “I wanted to create a kitchen that made
a statement, while featuring the greatest functionality for
a family that loves to entertain”. To achieve this, Dumas
32

selected custom made cabinetry in a combination of dark
espresso wood and white glass doors. Open niches within
the cabinetry were also created. The countertops were done
in white quartz. The backsplash is a marble mosaic in
white and blue shades. The center island was designed
with the tops on the white quartz as well, cut in a very thick
width to magnify the draping of the tops on two sides of
the island. To complete the stylish look, an oversized
silver-leaf Corbett chandelier was centered right above it.
- CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE -

With a focus on entertaining, the bar was
designed as a full service one, suitable for a
“full house” party or an intimate gathering with
friends. It’s a unique mixture of textures,
colors, and grains. Ebony wood was used for
all the cabinetry. The soffit that surrounds the
shelving on the back wall, and the bar shelves,
are also in the ebony wood. The shelves were
designed with frosted glass tops and lights
inside, providing the right lighting to highlight
the display of the unique Vodka bottles and assorted fine spirits that the client collects. Silver
leaf textured wallpaper was used to compli-

ment the back wall. Kosmos granite was used
for the countertops and the “foot rest” on the
front of the bar. The granite also wraps around
the crackled glass panels that light up from the
top, the bottom, and the sides. The back doors
under the stairs display and serve as storage of
all the glassware that the couple has acquired
through the years. Underneath this, two
beverage centers, an ice-maker, and a sink,
complete the full service bar which houses over
500 bottles in total. A flat screen TV was
centered in between the shelves to accommodate the watching of any sports game.

For the over nine hundred square foot “Man Cave,” a lot of input
was taken from the client to execute his vision of an upscale
“lounge like” space. With a focus on entertaining friends and
close business partners, an overall grand space was designed
with two complimentary adjacent areas; the poker and media
room, and the billiard room. The billiard room’s main focal point
is the stainless steel pool table with a 70” flat screen TV for a
sports bar feel. It also has a competition dartboard, and its own
powder room.
The adjacent poker and media room, features a “theatre like”
wall, with an additional 80” flat screen TV hanging over a
stacked slate stone. The dark wood behind the stone is divided

in panels with stainless steel strips. The side panels are covered
in “faux” snake skin. One of the panels is a concealed door that
provides entry into the audio visual and electrical control room
for the entire house. The finishing touch is eight vertical slate
veneers surrounded by dark wood and lit from behind to create
ambiance. The oversized poker table was designed with a
copper-colored felt to pick up accents from the slate, the snake
skin, and the cyanitus granite used on the bar countertop. The
modern round chandelier gives the perfect light and also adds a
modern touch. A leather sectional sits in front of the TV wall
with two stone shaped chrome tables that contrast the dark oversized floor, which has a galvanized metal look.
- CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE -

As you enter the “Man Cave,” you are greeted with a custom
lighted art piece, designed and inspired by travels taken by the
owners. This unique piece was custom made from a laser cut
metal plate, held by four bolts that suspend it off the textured
colored glass, with Led lights behind it. The fixture has different color options that can be changed to fit any mood. The
design of the bar is “Club Chic”, with two floating shelves,

made to look like chiseled sheets of ice. Concealed in it, a full
size refrigerator and freezer, an ice maker, and a single drawer
dishwashing unit can be found. The walls in the poker and bar
area are covered in a leather textured silver and grey wallpaper.
The ceiling that floats above the entire area was covered in a
wood grain wallpaper to tie in the wood that was used on the
main part of the bar.
- CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE -

The rear patio, in Dumas’
opinion, is one of the most
striking visuals of the house.
“To me the back elevation
photo sums up how amazing
this house is. The openness,
which can be challenging if
not designed properly, is one
of the house’s most important features. It's great to see
how the inside and outside
areas flow, and complement
each other in every detail.
You can enjoy this house
from the back looking in, as
much as from the inside
looking out,” Dumas adds.
The circular oversized balcony overlooks the pool and
spa, as well as the lake, and
its lush landscape. The
modern silver fans add a
touch of sleekness. The outdoor cylinder lights, with
built-in light shining up and
down, give it a dramatic
look at night, and complement the clean lines of this
house beautifully.

Returning to the exterior of the home, its curved back elevation, and patio create an impressive
open feel. The tall picture windows bring the outside in. The summer kitchen was totally transformed starting with a special “wood-fired pizza oven” ordered from Australia. The BBQ grill,
the double outdoor refrigerator, and the sink, wrap around to allow plenty of countertop in a
bamboo quartzite. The area provides serving for six people or more. The high-top tables on the
pool deck allow for a large outdoor gathering. An outdoor TV was installed as well for enjoying
any event while grilling with friends and family. “This area is great for entertaining or just simply
sitting back and enjoying a glass of wine after a long day” Dumas adds. The patio furniture in
grey tones accented with blue pillows, maintain the color scheme of the inside of the house.

To Dumas, the DiVeroli
Residence was a fascinating
project to work on, and she
attributes it to the great synergy she had with her clients
who contributed a lot of
ideas from past travels, and
their own art and spirits collection. “I really enjoyed
working with a family that is
so close to each other, and
that participated in every aspect of the process. It’s
awesome to see clients that
bring their personal inspiration and touch to the design”.

Modern
impressiveness
inside and out, is what best
describes the end result for
the interior design achieved
in this Hawks Landing estate. Dumas from Elements
by Design, succeeds in an
outstanding contemporary
style transformation.
- THE END -

furnITure desIgner, B. PIla, noW offerIng her
sPecTacular hIde & seeK collecTIon

B

Twenty-six Piece furniture and accessory collection

surprises with unexpected combinations

all curVes Bench

. Pila Design has announced the launch of Hide & Seek, the firm’s pre-

Fasteners and attachments are interlocked or hidden for a seamless fusion of materials. The

miere namesake furniture and accessory collection. Designed by Found-

complementing accessory line references beauty and patterns found in nature, featuring piece-pat-

ing Principal, Bea Pila, an ASID and IIDA award-winning designer,

terned rugs of Argentine hides by Kaymanta, luminous acrylic sculptures on practical bases, floor

and her daughter, Gabriela Noelle, Parsons School of Design graduate, the

mirror, and a series of oversized dreamcatchers.

collection is inspired by their mutual love of vintage acrylic and the new life it

“As a furniture designer, my goal is to create something timeless that lives well beyond this

takes on when combined with hair-on-hide, exotic woods, and polished metals. All

generation as a continued source of inspiration and interpretation,” adds Pila. “Hide & Seek may

are available through the B. Pila Artistic Lifestyle boutique store in Coconut Grove,

not be your core pieces, but I hope they

sTePPIngsTone sIde TaBle

Miami or by dialing 305.856.7916.

will be your favorites.”

“Hide & Seek began as a quest to create the elusive finds I sought as an interior designer to add that one-of-a-kind character to a space,” explains Pila. “I wanted to resurrect the retro

Hide & Seek is part of B. Pila De-

flare of acrylic and was compelled by the unexpected versatility it acquired when mixed with atypical materials and textures. The result was pieces independent of a single style or era, rather a

sign’s all-encompassing interpretation of

blend of past and future.”

design through space planning, decor,

Hide & Seek expresses paradox in many forms. Textural hair-on-hides are combined

leVITas console

retail, and creation of unique furnishings

with sleek acrylic; heavy woods are made aesthetically light, “floating” atop

that balance a telling aesthetic with the

acrylic bases; and seemingly simple shapes become intricate patterns when combined to-

Queen of hearTs chaIr

gether. Pieces are flecked with

functionality that lifestyles demand
today. Other recent furniture releases by

B. Pila Design include The Salon Collection and Miami Nice in collaboration with North-Carolina-

high-fashion inspired finishes such as straps

based manufacturer Tomlinson. More information about B. Pila Design and its offerings can be

stylized with hardware, leather stitching,

found at www.bpiladesign.com.

and clever details found within the details.
Furniture options are generally large-scale and
helena chaIr

echo mIrror

KIng of sPades lounge chaIr

include coffee and cocktail tables, pedestals, consoles,
bar and barstools, media units, and an array of accent chairs.
collIns Bar sTool

leVITas coffee TaBle
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Direct Importers of patio furniture and Fine
One-of-A-Kind Oriental Furniture
• art • lamps • screens • statues • Bronzes, Planters, etc.
- reTaIl & desIgners 43

60 s. federal highway,
Boca raton

561.394.0656

CORAL SPRINGS APPLIANCE CENTER...THE
BEST KITCHEN APPLIANCES IN SOUTH FLORIDA.

Over the last four decades, Coral Springs Appliance Center has established
themselves as the areas’ premiere one-stop Appliance Resource Center
with top Architects, Designers, Builders and of course, Discerning Homeowners.

I

n addition to their
superb service, the
moment you walk
into their stunning multiroom showroom, you’ll
be convinced that you
came to just the right
place, for top of the line
products and great design
ideas. “A key factor in our
continued growth is our
staff,” says owner Ken
Cooper. Along with his
two sons, daughter and the
rest of the CSA team collectively, they have more
than 150 years of experience in the appliance industry. That means they
know their products inside
and out. It also means you
get valuable advice from experienced Professionals with each and
every purchase. Cooper focuses on quality customer service. At Coral
Springs Appliance Center, my staff of Professional Consultants goes
out of their way to pay strict attention to detail. They take time to
make sure that their Clients receive the kind of service they expect
and deserve.

serving up-scale Builders, developers since 1969

At Coral Springs Appliance Center, Builders, Designers and Remodelers find the ultimate in custom appliance planning for today’s more demanding market.
Florida’s most innovative built-in appliance showroom
features premier ranges, ovens, refrigerators and sinks
in elegant home-style settings; here, standard and premium first-line models from 15 of America’s and Europe’s most renowned appliance
manufacturers give even the
most selective customer a definitive one-stop resource complete
with pinpoint delivery and
painstaking sales support. The
Appliance Center features prestigious lines like Monogram by
GE, Kitchen Aid, Dacor, Thermador, SubZero-Wolf, Viking,
Miele, Liebherr, Alfresco, True,
Jenn-Air, Cook-N-Dine, Bosch,
and more; all beautifully displayed in a showroom that
CEOs from major manufacturers call “one of the finest”. The
Center also supplies a large segment of the yacht trade from
Fort Lauderdale to Taiwan and
the Netherlands. For further information, call 954.752.3880
csappliances.com
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Whether you’re looking for

s

contemporary furniture or wish to
advertise it, look no further than

Florida Decor!

FROM COUTURE WALL COVERINGS
TO HIGH-END WINDOW TREATMENTS ...
WE BRING IT ALL TOGETHER.

Advertisers, call: 954.825.1549
Calling All Designers!

If you have a project you would like to

show, please submit low rez photos now
for consideration. It’s FREE! Plus, it goes
online on our website (over 200 visitors
per day!) as well as on Facebook!

Dear Readers...please avail yourselves of
the wonderful design showcases in every
issue. Get great decorating ideas, or call
a designer with an inspiration you might
have. Also, each issue of Florida Decor
presents a source guide for just

about every aspect of home furnishing
needs, from lighting and wallpaper
to outdoor decor and window
treatments and much more!

lIc# 1826000762

3316 GRIFFIN RD, FORT LAUDERDALE FL 33312 | T 954.967.8629 F 954.981.5384 | WWW.TOBYZACKDESIGNS.COM
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• TRANSITIONAL • CONTEMPORARY
(hablamos su edioma)
1249 stirling rd. suite #14, dania Beach

TRADITIONAL

Ph: 954.920.9004
WWW.3DINTERIORSINC.COM

Kitchens • Wall units • Bedrooms • Vanities • libraries • offices • & much more
Insured

954.925.3228

1717 sW 1sT WaY, deefield Beach, fl 33441 | 954.925.3228 | amcustomfurniture@gmail.com
WWW.AANDMCUSTOMFURNITURE.COM

We noW accePT credIT cards WITh...

add a dramatic look to every room with
our custom draperies.

Visit Our New Showroom!
Custom window treatments from Traditional to
Contemporary styles made here
in our own workroom
.
Shades & Blinds | Shutters | Home Automation
| Valances | Cornices | Upholstery
HUNTER DOUGLAS • LUTRON • COULISSE
DESIGNERS, ARCHITECTS, CONTRACTORS
& HOMEOWNERS WELCOME

FLORIDA BLINDS &
DRAPERY DESIGNS

3816 N. 29 Ave, Hollywood, FL
561.543.2543 | 954.655.3727
www.floridablindsanddrapery.com

